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Abstract
The scientific purpose of the thesis is twofold: (i) to investigate in details the links between
criteria originating from different kinds of information, such as molecular markers, pedigrees,
or phenotypes for quantitative traits, (ii) to go further in the examination of the joint evolution
of the neutral variability and the selected variability. According to the kind of information,
genetic diversity and its evolution are described through various parameters dealing with
more or less complex underlying model, thus, we will have more or less realistic
representation of the genetic diversity. On one hand, analysis of polymorphism gives a direct
overview of the diversity: genotypes and allele frequencies of candidate gene or molecular
markers will give access to specific polymorphism of known areas in the genome, whereas
pedigrees will give access to anonymous polymorphism of neutral unknown areas in the
genome. On the other hand, analysis of phenotypes gives a general overview of genetic
diversity, assuming the model of representation to be more complex.
The principal methods that are available for the analysis of genetic diversity and those used
along this thesis, using different kinds of information are presented in chapter 1.

Chapter 2, 3 and 4 deal with a valorisation of different kinds of information from
experimental chicken lines, selected for immune response traits, for the integrate analysis of
genetic variability.
Genetic gain and genetic diversity based on performances and pedigree data were analysed in
chapter 2. The observed evolutions of inbreeding and genetic gain were compared to values
predicted by some theoretical models. The deterministic methods compared yielded results
that were close to those observed in real data and differences between theoretical predictions
and experimental results mainly arise from differences between the true and the assumed
selection scheme, and from mathematical simplifications applied in the prediction methods.
Effect of selection scheme on inbreeding and other criteria of genetic variability, based on
pedigree data, was also investigated. The effective number of ancestors appeared to be the
most relevant parameter in monitoring genetic diversity using pedigree information since it
takes into account the loss of genetic diversity due to genetic drift occurring during the
pedigree development.
Estimation and evolution of genetic parameters and polymorphism evolution of a candidate
gene were handled in chapter 3. Confrontation of different theoretical predictions with

observed evolution of the polymorphism within lines and analysis of variance coponents were
undergone to check the neutrality of MHC for the traits in our selected populations. But
beyond the interest of MHC effect in immune responsiveness, this study has highlighted the
interest of combining various approaches to assess the effect of a candidate gene and the
evolution of its polymorphism, especially in the case of rare alleles. Changes in additive
genetic variance during the course of the experiment were also investigated and we examined
the cope of the underlying model (polygenic infinitesimal model) used for the estimation of
the genetic parameters. Increasing the number of generation or taking subsets of generations
using REML may be an appropriate method in monitoring genetic diversity over time and
infer about the effect of selection on reduction of additive genetic variance.
Evolution of polymorphism of supposedly neutral or selected molecular markers was analysed
and compared in chapter 4. Different methods were combined, statistical analysis as well as
modelling and simulations, to detect signature of selection left by QTL. Pictures of genetic
diversity were drawn from polymorphism evolution of markers located in QTL regions and
supposedly neutral markers, which may be considered as a reference. This study has shown
that QTLs are very sensitive to the trait they related to and that a marker should be very close
to a QTL to experience hitchhiking, since selective sweep occurs at a very short distance.
Throughout the chapter, modelling was confirmed to be an efficient approach to make useful
predictions of the evolution of selected populations although the basic assumptions considered
in the models (polygenic additive model, normality of the distribution, base population at the
equilibrium, etc.) are not met in reality.
The effective size (Ne) of the population is a key parameter for estimation of genetic
variability and was estimated using either pedigree information or variance in allele
frequencies over time in the experimental chicken lines. Estimated effective size of the
population based on the pedigree approach was always lower than estimated effective size
based on the temporal variation approach, whatever the loci that were considered: candidate
gene, supposedly neutral or selected markers. But, estimation using genotype information
from supposedly neutral marker was lower than estimation using genotype information from
markers under selection: genetic diversity in regions under selection is weaker than those of
the whole genome.
Chapter 5 was not a direct analysis of genetic diversity but an evaluation of risks consequently
to reduction of genetic diversity. The study focused on abnormalities in populations that have
experimented a strong bottleneck, such as the French Holstein dairy cattle population.
Through simulations, we showed that appearance of genetic defects was due to the reduced

and unbalanced use of bulls. We also investigated the consequences of counter-selection
against the deleterious alleles identified in short and long-term.

Résumé
L’objectif de cette thèse est double : examiner en détails d’une part, les liens entre les
différents critères obtenus à partir de différents types d’information, tels que les marqueurs
moléculaires, les pedigrees ou les phénotypes des caractères quantitatifs, et d’autre part,
l’évolution conjointe de la variabilité neutre et de la variabilité sélectionnée.
En fonction de la nature des informations, la variabilité génétique et son évolution sont
décrites par différents paramètres qui s’appuient sur des modèles sous-jacents plus ou moins
complexes et la représentation qu’on se fait de la diversité génétique sera donc plus ou moins
réaliste. Ainsi, l’analyse du polymorphisme nous donne directement une image précise de la
diversité au niveau du génome. Par exemple, les génotypes et les fréquences alléliques de
gènes candidats, ou plus généralement de marqueurs moléculaires, nous donnent directement
accès au polymorphisme spécifique à des gènes identifiés en des endroits précis du génome ;
quant aux analyses basées sur les pedigrees, elles traduisent le polymorphisme en un locus
neutre et anonyme, n’importe où dans le génome. Par contre, l’analyse des phénotypes
nécessite des modèles de représentation plus complexes et nous une vue d’ensemble générale
de la diversité génétique.
Les principales méthodes pour l’analyse de la diversité génétique à partir d’informations de
natures différentes, et celles utilisées au cours de cette thèse, sont présentées dans le premier
chapitre.

Les chapitres 2, 3 et 4 constituent une valorisation des différents types d’informations issues
de lignées expérimentales de poulets sélectionnées pour des critères de réponse immunitaire.
L’ensemble de ces analyses constitue une analyse intégrée de la diversité génétique.
Dans le chapitre 2, nous analysons la diversité génétique et le gain génétique, sur la base des
performances et des données généalogiques. Les valeurs observées de consanguinité et de
gain génétique sont confrontées à des valeurs prédites à partir de modèles théoriques : les
méthodes déterministes ont permis d’obtenir des valeurs prédictives proches des valeurs
observées, les différences étant principalement dues à l’écart entre les hypothèses sur le
schéma de sélection et la réalité, et les simplifications mathématiques faites dans les modèles
de prédiction. Nous avons également testé l’effet du schéma de sélection sur la consanguinité
et les autres critères de diversité génétique obtenus à partir des généalogies. Le nombre

efficace d’ancêtres s’est révélé être le paramètre le plus pertinent pour suivre l’évolution de
la diversité génétique puisqu’il prend en compte la perte de diversité qui a lieu au cours des
générations sous l’effet de la dérive génétique.
L’estimation des paramètres génétiques et leur évolution sont présentées au chapitre 3, ainsi
que l’évolution du polymorphisme d’un gène candidat. Afin de tester la neutralité du CMH
sur les caractères de nos lignées sélectionnées, nous avons analysé les composant de la
variance et avons également comparé l’évolution du polymorphisme dans les lignées avec
l’évolution théoriques issues de modèles de prédiction. Au-delà de la mise en évidence de
l’effet du CMH dans la réponse immunitaire, cette étude a permis de souligner l’intérêt de
combiner différentes approches afin de juger de l’effet d’un gène candidat, et de son
évolution, et ce plus particulièrement quand ce gène présente des allèles rares. Nous avons
également examiné les variations de la diversité génétique additive au cours du temps, en
tentant de surmonter les difficultés pour estimer les paramètres génétiques liées au modèle
théorique sous-jacent (modèle polygénique infinitésimal). Pour cela, nous avons testé
l’augmentation du nombre de générations disponibles pour l’analyse par REML, et
l’utilisation de l’information de quelques générations seulement ; ces approches se sont
avérées satisfaisantes pour observer l’évolution de la variance génétique additive et inférer
sur l’effet de la sélection sur la réduction de la variance génétique additive.
Dans le chapitre 4, nous avons analysé et comparé l’évolution du polymorphisme de
marqueurs moléculaires supposés neutres ou soumis à sélection. Afin de mettre en évidence la
signature de sélection laissée par les QTL, nous avons combiné différentes méthodes,
simulations et méthodes statistiques. L’étude a montré l’intérêt de comparer l’image de la
diversité génétique définie par le polymorphisme de marqueurs situés dans des zones QTL à
celle définie par le polymorphisme des marqueurs supposés neutres.
Au travers des différents chapitres, la modélisation est apparue comme une approche efficace
pour prédire l’évolution des populations sélectionnées, même si les hypothèses de
modélisation faites (telles que le model additif polygénique, la normalité des distributions ou
la population des fondateurs sous équilibre de Hardy-Weinberg, etc.) ne correspondent pas
exactement au réel modèle biologique.
La taille efficace de la population (Ne) est un paramètre clé dans l’estimation de la variabilité
génétique que nous avons estimé dans les lignées expérimentales de poulets, soit à partir des
généalogies, soit à partir des variations des fréquences alléliques. Il est apparu que les
estimations faites à partir des généalogies étaient toujours inférieures aux estimations faites à
partir des fréquences alléliques, quelque soit le type de locus considéré (gène candidat,

markers supposé neutre ou soumis à sélection). L’estimation de Ne à partir des fréquences
alléliques des marqueurs neutres a donné une valeur plus faible que celle à partir des
fréquences alléliques des marqueurs soumis à sélection. Ceci nous permet de dire que la
diversité génétique est plus réduite dans les régions soumises à sélection que dans le reste du
génome.

Au chapitre 5, nous n’avons pas analysé la diversité génétique en elle-même mais les
conséquences d’une réduction de cette diversité génétique. L’étude a porté sur anomalies
génétiques dans les populations ayant subi un fort goulot d’étranglement, telles que la
population française bovine laitière Prim’Holstein. Nous avons montré que l’origine des pics
de veaux mort-nés venait du très faible nombre de pères et de leur utilisation non équilibrée.
Nous avons aussi examiné les conséquences, à court terme et à long terme, d’une contre
sélection exercée sur l’allèle délétère responsable d’une anomalie.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, agriculture in Europe tended towards intensive and specialised
production systems. Up to the seventies, financial availabilities and public policies have
supported the development and use of a small number of specialised breeds. Consequently, a
limited number of specialized breeds have extended at the national and even worldwide levels
since their efficiency has been largely improved (e.g. Prim’Holstein in dairy cattle, LargeWhite in pigs or specialised strains in poultry). Meanwhile, a large proportion of local breeds
declined, kept with rather small numbers, some of them are now even endangered or have
already disappeared. Then, the question rose about preservation of a breed when this breed
that is native to a particular area appears to have lost its function in that area and is
consequently in danger of becoming extinct. Therefore, since the 70’s conservation
programmes were set up in France with the financial and technical support from the State and
the European Union. Objectives of the programmes diverged according to the status of the
populations: for endangered breeds, objectives were to avoid extinction whereas objectives
were to preserve local breeds by developing their values for animal production or
environmental purposes.

The evolution and the current status of French cattle breeds may illustrate these trends
(Verrier et al., 2001). Figure 1 shows the evolution over time of the repartition of the French
cattle stock into different categories of breeds.
During the second part of the XXth century, there was a regular increase of the proportion of
cows belonging to the three main dairy breeds (namely, the Prim’Holstein, Montbéliarde and
Normandy breeds) or to the three main beef breeds (namely, the Charolaise, Limousine and
Blonde d’Aquitaine breeds). Note that the decrease of the part of dairy breeds and the increase
of the part of beef breeds observed from the 80s’ is a consequence of the European milk quota
policy started in 1984. On the contrary, the proportion of cows belonging to other breeds
(mainly local breeds) decreased from 35 % in 1943 to only 6 % in 2000. For some local
breeds, the breeders succeeded in stopping the decrease of the population size and founded the
conditions of a new development of their breed, by developing typical and high quality
products under labelling procedures, e.g., PDO cheeses for the Abondance and Tarentaise
breeds in the Northern Alps (Verrier et al., 2005 a), high prices calves for the Aubrac breed,
by using crossbreeding with Charolais bulls in the Massif Central Mountains (Lambert-
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Derkimba et al., 2006). Finally, a number of rare breeds benefited of successful conservation
programmes (Avon et al., 2006).

Arguments in favour of preservation are that we do not know what type of animals will be
required in the future and that we should preserve the available genetic diversity between
breeds, i.e. biodiversity, as an insurance against the unknown future. To decipher which
populations to be preserved, it was proposed to analyse genetic distances between populations
or the marginal contribution of each population to the diversity of a set of populations (Thaon
d’Arnoldi et al., 1998). But use of genetic distances for AnGR management has been
criticised (Ruane, 1999) and Weitzman’s diversity function (1992) is a method based on
pairwise genetic distances between the populations that does not take within-population
genetic diversity. Fabuel et al (2004) proposed a methodology that allows estimating loss or
gain of genetic diversity if removing a population of the set and that takes both within and
between population diversity. From a strict genetic point of view, a most important question
lies in the information used to analyse the diversity and to take conservation decisions: if the
purpose of conservation is insurance for the future, the neutral diversity cannot be the only
criterion and the functional diversity is to be included in the analyses.

Arguments for preservation may be also applied to larger selected populations since these
breeds show narrow genetic basis, too. For instance, in order to carry on with the French dairy
cattle example, it was shown (Mattalia et al., 2006) that half the gene pool of the cows born in
2000-2003 originated from only 8, 8 and 9 major ancestors for the Prim’Holstein,
Montbéliarde and Normande breeds, respectively. Other examples, in several livestock
species, show that intensively selected breeds with a large population size may be small
populations from a genetic point of view (for a synthesis, see Verrier et al., 2005 b). Thus,
procedures for management of genetic variability are needed in these cases too, with the
objective to combine high genetic gains and preservation of the genetic variability.

In fact, characterisation and management of Animal Genetic Resources (AnGR) are essential
for sustainable breeding of animal populations as well as answering demands that arise at
different level of the production chain: demands from producers but also from the public and
consumers themselves. First, genetic variability is necessary for the sustainability and
competitiveness of animal productions, by allowing genetic progress concerning production
traits that reduce costs and increase quality of the products. This genetic progress should also
2
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concern traits that were not selected yet and deal with animal welfare and consumer health,
due to the social demand. Second, local breeds may present characteristics, such as
robustness, that could be useful if changes occur in production systems, especially if systems
tend to be less intensive. Moreover, local breeds carry both cultural and historical dimensions
which are part of the identity of countries.

Genetic diversity can be observed both within and between breeds. But genetic diversity is
more obvious in differences between breeds and most of the studies published for both natural
and selected populations are focused mainly on the variability among breeds, populations or
flocks. For instance, Laval et al., (2000) described genetic variability among European pig
breeds (large selected breeds as well as local breeds). The number of such studies is so large
that it would not be possible to be exhaustive. However, the FAO has published a review on
recent diversity studies in order to evaluate the current status of molecular genetics research in
species of domestic animals (FAO, 2004). Yet management of within genetic diversity is a
burning issue for selected populations.

Several methods have been proposed to analyse the genetic variability of animal populations
that are based on different available kinds of information, such as molecular markers,
pedigrees, or phenotypes for quantitative traits.
When the genetic determinism of the observed trait is based on a single locus, variability can
be easily determined according to Mendelian rules, but when the genetic determinism is more
complex, statistical analysis are needed for estimation of genetic parameters, often based on a
model that defines additive genetic effects for all animals individually and accounts for
variances covariances among them, the ‘animal model’ (Bovenhuis et al., 2002).
Knowledge of pedigree allows calculating inbreeding and kinship coefficients and
probabilities of gene origin (Boichard et al., 1997), i.e. polymorphism of a hypothetical
neutral locus, randomly chosen in the genome. This method has been used for various species:
sheep as well as for horses or dogs (Huby et al., 2003; Moureaux et al., 1996; Leroy et al.,
2006).
Molecular markers are commonly used to describe within genetic diversity using their allelic
richness or criteria based on their allele frequencies, such as expected heterozygosity under
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium or effective size of alleles. Molecular information may be also
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useful as additive information to pedigree information when parentage assignment is not
clearly assessed, as for fish populations (Estoup et al., 1998).

Though, numerous methods aim at the optimisation and the management of within genetic
diversity in selected populations.
In small sized selected populations, management of genetic diversity can either be done using
pedigree or molecular data. On one hand, applying simple demographical rules were found to
be very efficient to restrict the rate of inbreeding such as using as many males as possible in
order to balance progeny sizes, quickly replacing old sires by new ones and splitting
populations into some reproduction groups: this efficiency was assessed by theoretical
arguments (e.g., Hill, 1972), simulation studies (Rochambeau and Chevalet, 1985) or a
posteriori analyses of real populations, such as the Solognot sheep breed which is under
conservation (Huby et al., 2003).
In the case of overlapping generations, Nomura (2005) proposed and tested through
simulations methods for minimizing loss of genetic diversity by minimization of the average
coancestry either in the next generation or on long-term, both methods relying on gene flow.
On the other hand, use of molecular information is another option in conservation
programmes, by monitoring evolution of genetic variability based on criteria calculated using
allele frequencies or by choosing reproducers and planned matings according to individual
information from certain markers of interest. For instance, reproducers may be chosen one by
one or by groups considering their heterozygosity rate or them carrying a rare allele.
However, combining both sources of information, pedigree records and molecular markers,
should be favoured in conservation programmes unless molecular information is available for
a large number of individuals (Fernandez et al, 2005): then, effective size of the population
clearly increases.
For larger selected populations, very promising methods are based on a joint optimisation of
the average genetic value and the average relationship or inbreeding in each new-born
generation: Meuwissen (1997) maximise the genetic level of selected animals while
constraining their average coancestry to a predefined value whereas Colleau et al. (2004)
minimize the average coancestry while constraining average breeding value set to a desired
value.
Optimisation method developed by Colleau et al. (2004) was tested in selected French pig and
dairy cattle populations (Colleau and Moureaux, 2006; Colleau and Tribout, 2006):
retrospective optimisations for the planned matings in the French Landrace population and in
4
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the Prim’Holstein, Montbéliarde and Normande breeds were carried out. For both examples,
the major constraint was that the average overall estimated breeding value should be the same
as observed, in order not to damage short-term genetic gain, and optimisations of reproducers’
contributions have led to decrease coancestry and inbreeding coefficients by 20 to 30% in
comparison to the actual matings.
Optimisation are based on relationships obtained from pedigree, assuming that genetic models
of independent loci. However, Fernandez et al. (2000) have shown that linkage between the
markers could reduce efficiency of these optimisation methods and the use of pedigree
information was found to be useful unless the selected trait was controlled by genes spread in
large genome regions.

Yet do we have a clear picture of the within genetic diversity in domestic animal populations?
Is this picture the same according to the kinds of information considered or according to the
tools and methods applied, and thus the underlying model? Does the picture we get at the
individual level may be generalised to the whole population? And the other way around? Has
selection (directional or artificial) equally affected the genome?
Moreover, effective size of the population seems to be a key parameter in analysing and
comparing the within- and between population genetic diversity and this parameter may be
estimated through various methods, using different kinds of information as well. Then,
focusing on this particular genetic parameter of diversity should be interesting.

Therefore, in order to answer those questions, the scientific purpose of the thesis is twofold:
(i) to go further in the examination of the joint evolution of the neutral variability and the
selected variability, (ii) to investigate in details the links between criteria originating from
different kinds of information.

This thesis is mainly concerned with results from chicken experimental lines but also analyses
dataset from dairy cattle population; the objective is not to restrict results to those two species
but to be able to draw guidelines for general use in analysing genetic diversity.

The thesis was divided into five chapters: the first chapter introduces the methodology
whereas each of the four following chapters focuses on distinct aspects of genetic diversity.
Chapter 2 and 3 deal with a valorisation of different kinds of information from experimental
chicken lines for the integrate analysis of genetic variability: chapter 2 deals with an analysis
5
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based on performances and pedigree data whereas chapter 3 deals with estimation of genetic
parameters and polymorphism evolution of a candidate gene. Chapter 4 is an analysis and
comparison of the polymorphism evolution of molecular markers, some markers being
supposed neutral, the others supposed to be under selection, in chicken experimental lines.
Finally, chapter 5 is an evaluation of risks consequently to reduction of genetic diversity due
to bottlenecks in large selected populations.

6
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Figure 1: Evolution in size of the French cattle breeds: three main dairy cattle breeds (white),
three main beef cattle breeds (grey) and other breeds (black).
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[Source: Ministry of agriculture, Agricultural census]
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CHAPTER 1: Methods applied for the analysis of genetic diversity

Tools that are available to monitor genetic diversity are based on different kinds of
information, such as genetic markers, especially the molecular markers, pedigrees, or
phenotypes for quantitative traits. According to the kind of information, genetic diversity and
its evolution will be described through various parameters dealing with more or less complex
underlying model, thus, we will have more or less realistic representation of the genetic
diversity. On one hand, analysis of polymorphism gives a direct overview of the diversity:
genotypes and allele frequencies of candidate gene or molecular markers will give access to
specific polymorphism of known areas in the genome, whereas pedigrees will give access to
anonymous polymorphism of unknown areas in the genome. On the other hand, analysis of
phenotypes gives a general overview of genetic diversity, assuming the model of
representation to be more complex.
Genetic diversity can be observed both within and between breeds but we will mainly focus
here on methods that apply to analysis of the within genetic diversity. In this chapter, the main
methods available for the analysis of genetic diversity using different kinds of information are
introduced, and the methods that will be used furthermore in the thesis are presented.

1. Polymorphism at candidate genes or molecular marker

1.1. Current indicators and heterozygosity

The first indicator to describe a given locus is its total number of alleles (allele richness). This
parameter may often be underestimated if the sampling size is small but polymorphism is
large (for instance microsatellite loci); then, rare alleles may never be sampled. When dealing
with several populations and different sample sizes, some methods are available to let
homogeneous the estimations of allelic richness (see Foulley and Ollivier, 2006). However,
this indicator only gives a partial and static overview on diversity, since it does not take allele
frequencies into account.
Several indicators based on allele frequencies have been proposed. Heterozygosity is of major
interest in studying genetic variation in populations. Several measures of heterozygosity exist,
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such as expected heterozygosity (Hexp, or gene diversity, D, as Weir prefers to call it). For a
k

2
single locus it is calculated as: H exp = 1 − ∑ pi , where pi is the frequency of the ith of k
i =1

alleles. Hexp represents the probability of having two different alleles at a given locus when
drawing at random two genes in a population. Similarly, the effective number of alleles (Ae)
is defined as the reciprocal of the probability that two genes drawn at random are the same

 k

allele. For a single locus, it is computed as: Ae = 1  ∑ pi2  , wit the same definitions as
 i =1 
above, and then, Ae = 1 (1 − H exp ) .
When considering several loci, the overall heterozygosity is equal to the average value across
loci and then may be computed as follows: H exp

1 m k 2
= 1 − ∑∑ p i , where the first summation
m l =1 i =1

is for the lth of m loci.
For small samples, Nei (1978) proposed a formula that takes into account the sampling errors:

H exp

k


n
p i2 ) 
2
(
1
−
∑
l
m
i =1

= ∑
2 nl − 1
 l =1




m

where nl is the number of genes that has been analysed for the lth locus (twice the number of
individuals).
The level of heterozygosity to what we expect under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium is
compared to observed heterozygosity. If the observed heterozygosity is lower than expected,
the excess of homozygous invoke forces such as inbreeding or subpopulation structure,
known as Wahlund effect (Wahlund, 1928). On the contrary, if observed heterozygosity is
higher than expected, the excess of heterozygotes may suggest an isolate-breaking effect (the
mixing of two previously isolated populations) or assortative mating.

 Population structure (between populations variability):
F-statistics are a set of tools proposed by Wright (1921, 1969) to partition heterozygote
deficiency into within and among population components. Fis measures the heterozygote
deficit within populations, Fst among populations and Fit the global deficit of heterozygotes.
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Estimation of F-statistics have been developed by Nei (1975), Gis and Gst being estimators of
Fis and Fst, respectively, and by Weir and Cockerham (1984), sigb and siga being estimator
of Fis and Fst. Estimators differ on some points: for instance, Nei’s statistics weight all
samples equally, whatever the sample size whereas Weir and Cockerham’s statistics weight
allele frequencies according to sample size. They also treat differently monomorphic loci:
Weir and Cokerman consider that estimators can not be defined whereas Gis and Gst are set
to zero.
Rst is an estimator of gene differentiation that accounts for variance in allele size and is
defined for markers undergoing a stepwise mutation model (Slatkin, 1995). However, this
estimator should be used unless mutation can be neglected compared to other forces or
mutation follows a stepwise mutation strictly.

 Within population variability and its evolution:
In populations of finite size, the effect of genetic drift results in a change in allele frequencies,
which results in a decline in heterozygosity at a rate of 1/2Ne ,where Ne is the effective size
of the population. Let Ht the average heterozygosity for a given biallelic locus (allele
frequencies p and 1-p) at the tth generation, then H t = 2 p (1 − p )(1 −

1 t
) . If the initial
2 Ne

population (generation 0) is produced by random mating, the expected heterozygosity at that
time is supposed to be 2p(1-p), then H t = H 0 (1 −

1 t
) . When the effective size is large
2 Ne

enough, we may approximate as follows: H t = H 0 ⋅ e

−

t
2 Ne

This stochastic change in allele frequencies (called genetic drift) resulting simply from the
finite size of a population implies that the smaller the population size (Ne), the faster the
decline in heterozygosity.

1.2. Temporal variation of allelic frequencies

The above parameters may be calculated from samples at different generations and be
compared in order to analyse evolution of the within genetic variability. Another approach
consists in directly estimating the temporal variation of allele frequencies and to compare the
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observed values to expected values drawn under various hypotheses in order to distinguish the
different forces applied on the evolution of polymorphism.
Effective population size may be indirectly estimated by measuring temporal changes in allele
frequencies (f), also called variance effective size (NeV). Several methodologies have been
developed either based on a temporal approach or on a likelihood approach.

 Temporal-based approach:
Authors studying the temporal method for estimation of Ne (Nei and Tajima, 1981; Pollak,
1983) assumed a diploid, random mating population of size N, from which samples were
drawn at generation 0 and at generation t (sample of S0 and St individuals, respectively).
Generations were supposed to be discrete, and selection, migration and mutation forces were
presumed to be negligible. Nei and Tajima (1981) proposed an estimator of f for a single
locus, as follows:

[xi (t ) − xi (0)]
1 k
fˆC = ∑
k i =1 xi (t ) + xi (0)
− xi (t ) ⋅ xi (0)
2
2

where k is the number of segregating alleles, xi(0) and xi(t) are the allelic frequencies at
generation 0 and at generation t, respectively. Pollack (1983) proposed a variant:
1 k [xi (t ) − xi (0)]
fˆK =
∑
k − 1 i =1 xi (t ) + xi (0)
2

2

For multiple loci, weighted means of the single locus fˆ are computed.
Smaller estimates of f lead to larger estimates of Ne, and fˆK is larger than fˆC because it has
smaller denominator. However, on simulation basis, Waples (1989) showed that the choice of
which estimator of f to use had small effect on estimation of Ne, both mean fˆC and mean fˆK
being accurate, although both tended to overestimate Ne slightly. Because of its larger value,
fˆK led to lower estimates of Ne but fˆC was slightly more accurate for loci with unbalanced
allelic frequencies. Therefore, we will consider estimator given by Nei and Tajima (1981)
along this thesis.
Two different sampling plans (individuals for genetic analysis) were identified (Nei and
Tajima, 1981): in plan I, individuals are taken after reproduction or are replaced before
reproduction occurs, whereas in plan II, individuals are taken before reproduction and not
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replaced. According to sampling plan, Waples (1989) gave a different estimator of effective
size population. In plan I, Ne may be estimated as:

Nˆ eV =

t

1
1
1
2 fˆ −
−
+ 
2S 0 2S (t ) N 


whereas in plan II, estimator is:

Nˆ eV =

t

1
1 
2 fˆ −
−

2S 0 2S (t ) 


where fˆ is stands for estimator of variation in allele frequency change, either fˆC or fˆK .
As pointed out by Nei and Tajima (1981), precision for the temporal method increases with
the ration S/Ne, which means that populations with small Ne are most effectively analysed.
Sampling plan II is the sampling plan to be considered along this thesis.
Distribution of Ne is far from normal since the distribution fˆ (on which Ne is based) is
skewed. This is why, Nei and Tajima (1981) considered that variance of fˆ and Ne were not
suitable for calculating confidence intervals (CIs) and suggested using the 2.5 and 97.5%
cumulative probabilities of the χ² distribution:

 χ 02.975[ n ] fˆ χ 02.025[ n ] fˆ 
ˆ
;

95% CI for f = 
n
n


However, this method is only correct in the case of large number of alleles. Considering
that fˆ is calculated on a finite number of alleles, as it will be the case thereafter in the thesis
when using microsatellites data, and that f is actually a variance of allelic frequencies, formula
for the CI of a variance may be applied (Waples, 1989):

 n ⋅ fˆ
n ⋅ fˆ 
ˆ
;
f


95% CI for =
2
2
 χ 0.975[ n ] χ 0.025[ n ] 
Bounds for the estimate of f can be used to calculate bounds for the estimate of Ne.
Calculated f is compared with the distribution of f obtained from a series of simulations of a
population undergoing pure drift and that presents the same initial allelic frequencies and the
same inbreeding effective size (Goldringer and Bataillon, 2004). This test allow us to identify
loci with extreme f values compared to the rest of the genome: such loci are likely to be in
areas undergoing selection, driving f to values greater then expected values under drift alone.
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The temporal method is affected by bias due to the small size of samples or due to highly
skewed allele frequencies. In our different studies, size of the samples will not be a problem;
however, microsatellite allele frequencies appear to be unbalanced (as well as SNPs),
inducing a downward biased estimation of f and, as a consequence, to an upward bias of Ne.
In order to overcome the different sources of bias affecting the temporal method, Jorde and
Ryman (2007) proposed an tested through simulations an alternative estimator of f, noted Fs,
that weights alleles according to their heterozygosity: a lower weight is given to alleles with
low frequencies in the samples, so that they less contribute to the mean estimate, in the same
way Reynolds et al. (1993) and Weir and Cockerham (1984) recommended to weight each
allele when estimating genetic distances. This new estimator was not used in our studies,
since the analyses were previously undergone, but would have certainly given a more accurate
estimator of the variance effective size.

 Likelihood-based approach:
With a likelihood-based approach, the role of the observed values and the distribution
parameters are reversed. Thus, we estimate here the value of the effective size population that
is likely to produce the observed allele frequencies.
Berthier et al. (2002) proposed a likelihood-based estimator that uses two temporally spaced
genetic samples of individuals from a population, based on a coalescent approach. Estimation
of the effective population size was similar to the estimation using the moment-based method
(with larger confidence intervals in the case of the likelihood-based method), when a small
population size was considered (Berthier et al., 2002).
Williamson and Slatkin (1999) first proposed a maximum-likelihood method where the data
are collected at different generations. The first sample was collected at generation 0 and the
other samples were drawn at successive generations, evenly or irregularly spaced in time. In
simulation studies, Williamson and Slatkin (1999) showed that maximum-likelihood
estimator outperformed the moment-based estimators: the maximum-likelihood estimator had
a lower variance and a smaller bias, although both maximum-likelihood-based method and
the moment-based method overestimated the effective population size. However, this method
was restricted to data on biallelic loci for computational reasons in estimating the likelihood
of Ne. This drawback was fulfilled by Anderson et al. (2000) who presented a Monte Carlo
approach to compute the likelihood with data on multi-allelic loci.
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Excluding computational considerations, we have chosen not to apply the method proposed
by Anderson et al. (2000) because samples were drawn in two extreme generations
(Generation 0 and generation 11) for microsatellite markers (see Chapter 4). Although
genotypes at MHC locus were known at each generation for all individuals, we have chosen
not to apply this method in the case of MHC locus (see Chapter 3) in order to be able to
compare the polymorphism evolution of this candidate gene and those of the microsatellites
on the same basis.

1.3. Genotypic linkage disequilibrium
Presence of genotypic disequilibrium in data set may be tested using the chi-square test for
the difference between the observed frequencies and the expected frequencies under HardyWeinberg equilibrium. But when genotypes are scored, it is often not possible to distinguish
between the two double heterozygotes (for instance, AB/ab and Ab/aB), so that the gametic
frequencies cannot be inferred. Then, a contingency table based on the observed genotypic
data is generated for each pair of loci. Testing for genotypic disequilibrium means testing the
significance of association between genotypes at pair of loci in a sample. The statistics used to
test the tables is the log-likelihood ratio G-statistic (the only part of the statistic that changes
with randomizing tables):

∑∑x

i <= j k <= l

ijkl

ln( xijkl )

where xijkl represents the number of individuals in the sample with genotype ij at the first
locus and genotype kl at the second locus. The test determines whether the resolutions of
haplotypes are significantly non-random, which is equivalent to testing whether there is
statistically significant linkage disequilibrium between loci.

2. Parameters based on pedigree data

2.1. Inbreeding

One individual is inbred if its parents are related; two individuals are related if they have a
common ancestor. Then, the inbreeding coefficient of an individual is the probability that, at a
given neutral locus, this individual owns two alleles that are identical by descent.
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The simplest definition of inbreeding would be that inbreeding is the mated of related
individuals. Because all individuals in a population are related at some degree, we should say
that inbreeding is the mating of individuals more closely related than average of the
population. The main effect of inbreeding is the increase in the number of homozygous loci in
inbred animals and an increase in the frequency of homozygotes genotypes in the population;
therefore, inbreeding leads to uniformity through erosion of polymorphism, i.e. loss of genetic
diversity.
As a consequence, inbreeding increases the chance of deleterious alleles to become
homozygous and to express themselves: expression of deleterious alleles with major effects,
particularly lethal genes, is the very visible consequence of inbreeding. Expression of
unfavourable recessive alleles influencing polygenic traits is not so obvious but if you sum the
small effects of those genes altogether, performances may be influenced and even decreased:
this phenomenon is known as inbreeding depression.
In populations of finite size, there is sampling in the gene pool from one generation to the
next one: genetic drift induces reduction of polymorphism and increase of inbreeding. Then,
monitoring increase of inbreeding is a good tool for managing genetic diversity in those
populations.
In the present thesis, individual inbreeding coefficients were calculated using the algorithm of
van Raden (1992), derived from the tabular method. Its principle consists in building the
relationship matrix of each individual and its ancestors; the additive relationship matrix is a
symmetrical matrix relating all individuals in the pedigree. Inbreeding coefficient of an
individual being equal to the coefficient kinship of its two parents, inbreeding coefficients
were deduced from the diagonal elements of the relationship matrix and kinship coefficients
between two individuals were deduced from the elements, multiplied by ½, of the relationship
matrix out of the diagonal. Let assume Fi the inbreeding coefficient of an individual i, Φp,m the
kinship coefficient of its parents p and m, and the additive relationship matrix (A), then

Fi = Ai,i – 1 and Φp,m= ½ Ap,m.
The rate of inbreeding (∆F) from one generation t to next generation t+1 is defined by:

∆F = ( Ft − Ft −1 ) /(1 − Ft −1 ) (see, for example, Falconer and Mackay, 1996).
t
Rearrangement of this equation over generations leads to: 1 − Ft0 +t = (1 − ∆F ) ⋅ (1 − Ft0 )

Hence, assuming a constant rate of inbreeding across generations, ∆F is estimated according
to the equation: ∆F = 1 − t (1 − Ft ) (1 − F 0 )
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Inbreeding effective size (NeI) was estimated from the rate of inbreeding, according to the
classical formula: Nˆ e I =

1
2 ⋅ ∆F

2.2. Probabilities of gene origin (James, 1972; Boichard et al., 1997)

When a gene is randomly sampled at any autosomal locus from any given animal, probability
of coming from its sire is 0.5 and probability of coming from its dam is 0.5. This rule is
applied on the complete pedigree and leads to the probability that the gene comes from one of
its founders, i.e. probability of gene origin, o also called long-term genetic contribution



Founders and effective number of founders

A founder is defined as an ancestor with unknown parents. Its expected contribution (r) is the
probability that a gene randomly sample in the population under study (called “reference
population”) comes from this founder. By definition, the founders contribute to this
population without redundancy and expected contributions over all founders sum to one.
f

If the number of founders is f, then:

∑r
k =1

k

=1

The effective number of founders fe is the reciprocal of the probability that two genes drawn
at random in the reference population come from the same founder. This parameter is
f

2
estimated as: f e = 1 / ∑ rk
k =1

and can be interpreted as the number of founders that would be expected if they would
equally contribute to the reference population and lead to the same genetic variability
(Boichard et al., 1997).



Major ancestors and effective number of ancestors

The effective number of ancestors is a direct analogy of the effective number of founders: all
generations are taken into considerations instead of only the generation of the founders.
As ancestors may not be founders and may be related, their expected contributions may be
redundant and their sum may exceed one.
A major ancestor is an ancestor with a high-expected contribution. Therefore, when a major
ancestor is identified:
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1. Its pedigree information is deleted and it becomes a “pseudo-founder”: family links with
its dam and with its sire are deleted;
2. Its contribution is then called “marginal contribution”, i.e. “the contribution not explained
by the other ancestors”;
3. Contributions of other individuals are updated:
If one of the parents (sire or dam) contributes to the reference population only through this
major ancestor, then the contribution of this parent equals zero; else, the contribution of this
parent is updated (decreased) and the contributions of individuals related to this parent are
consequently updated, too.
Major ancestors are chosen one by one in an iterative procedure.

3. Components of variance for a quantitative trait

Animal breeding programs are based on the principle that the phenotype of an individual
provides some insight into its underlying genetic value; therefore, representation models are
built to be able to study complex character, assuming that traits may be analysed without
reference to specific genes and variations may be explained by the multiple-factor hypothesis.
The performance (P) of an animal, also called phenotypic value for a given trait, is assumed
to be the sum of the mean value (µ), an additive genetic value (A) and an independent residual
value (E). This residual value includes both non additive genetic effects and environmental
effects. However, in most of the models used, the residual value includes environmental
effects only. Then, the phenotypic variance (σ²P) is assumed to be the sum of the genetic
variance (σ²A) and the environmental variance (σ²E): σ²P = σ²A + σ²E. The underlying genetic
model is assumed to be an infinitesimal additive polygenic model: the trait is determined by a
very large number of loci with small effects, effects of alleles at each locus being additive.
In random mating populations of finite size, with an additive genetic model, the additive
genetic variance (σ²A) is assumed to decline over time, due to the genetic drift. With
directional selection, additive genetic variance is assumed to decline due to both the drift and
the generation of gametic disequilibrium (Bulmer, 1971).

Knowledge of genetic parameters for animal breeding, such as additive genetic variance,
heritability (in its narrow-sense, i.e. ratio σ²A/ σ²P) and genetic correlations are needed to
predict response to selection and to predict breeding values of candidates for selection.
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The simplest design for estimation of genetic parameters is the parent-offspring regression:
regression of offspring phenotypes against phenotype of one of its parent, the slope of the
regression being the direct estimate of twice the heritability.
The use of large populations, with well-balanced designs and within generation selection,
allows the estimation of genetic parameters using simple methods, such ANOVA: estimate of

σ²A may be obtained from the covariance between records of relatives. For instance, in a
parent-offspring design, σ²A = 2*Cov(parent, offspring) or in a half-sib design, σ²A =
4*Cov(half-sib records). The simple full-sib design suffers that it can not give a direct
estimation of σ²A ; then, a nested full-sib design is commonly used, where each male (sire) is
mated with unrelated females (dams), generating a series of nested families nested within
half-sibs. The advantage of ANOVA is that estimators are unbiased regardless data are
normally distributed or not, but sample sizes have to be well balanced and specific design are
not always met in field observations. Henderson (1953) proposed modifications to the
ANOVA sum of squares in order to take unbalanced data into account. However, with these
quadratic methods, probability of getting estimates outside the parameter space (negative
variance for instance) is not null (Searle, 1989).
Unlike ANOVA, Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Restricted Maximum-Likelihood (REML)
do not require any specificity about the design or balance of data and are powerful approach
to estimating variance components in complex but known pedigrees, based on an animal
model:

y = Xβ + Za + e
where y is the phenotypic value for a trait, β and a are the vector of fixed and additive genetic
effects respectively, X and Z are the incidence matrices and e is the vector of residual
deviations. One drawback of ML approach is that all fixed effects are assumed to be known
without error: this is scarcely true in reality and as a consequence, ML estimators give bias
estimation of variance components. The advantage of REML is that the method estimates the
parameters of the distribution that maximize the proportion of the likelihood of the observed
data that does not depend on the fixed effect (such as the effect of sex or year).
REML provides estimations of σ²A, σ²E and covariances in the base population. If the base
population consists of unrelated, unselected and non inbred individuals, then REML gives
unbiased estimates of the additive genetic variance in the base population (Gianola and
Fernando, 1986).
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Yielding unbiased estimates of genetic variance appears to be difficult, due to statistical
methodologies undertaken and the assumptions of the underlying model. Actually, van der
Werf and de Boer (1990) have used Monte Carlo simulations and shown bias in estimates of
genetic variance from data with base animal being selected. Graser et al. (1987) suggested to
use a model where base animals would be treated as fixed effect but this approach also
seemed to be biased (van der Werf, 1992). Moreover, estimation of variance components in
quantitative genetic models often involves records on selected animals and condition of
including all data on which selection was based cannot always be fulfilled, inducing bias in
estimation of genetic parameters. However, Sorensen and Kennedy (1984) have shown on
simulation basis that estimates of genetic variance would not be affected by selection over
generations if all data and all genetic relationships since the beginning of selection were
included in the analysis.
It is with some more difficulties for one yielding estimates of genetic variance over time since
REML provides estimation in the base population. But proposals using REML for estimation
of additive genetic variance over time are made, such as the examination of Meyer and Hill
(1991) of a long-term experiment in mice, using partial data and relationship information: this
study has assessed changes in additive genetic variance and covariance during the course of
the experiment. This methodology will be tested thereafter in this thesis.

Variance components being estimated in the base population, the BLUP (Best Linear
Unbiased Predictor) and BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimator) methods may be used to
predict breeding value of each individual and estimate fixed effects: they are linear functions
of the observed phenotypes that minimize the sampling variance and are unbiased since
E[BLUE(β)] = β and E[BLUE(u)] = u.
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CHAPTER 2: Analysis of genetic gain and genetic diversity based
on performances and pedigree data

This chapter deals with an analysis of genetic diversity from two independent selection
experiments that have been realised in poultry. One experiment was handled by the Animal
Breeding and Genetics group of Wageningen University and Research Centre (WUR), the
Netherlands, and lines were undergoing true truncation selection. The other experiment was
handled by the Animal Genetics and Diversity joint research unit (INRA / AgroParisTech), in
its experimental unit “Unité Expérimentale de Génétique Factorielle Avicole”, in Nouzilly,
France. Lines were undergoing truncation selection with a balanced representation of half-sib
families.
Obtaining genetic gains is the first goal of selection in domestic animal populations.
However, these gains should not be at the expense of the genetic variability. Then, it is
important to predict precisely consequences of selection schemes on diversity parameters.
Therefore, the first goal of this study was to validate existing theory by comparing the
observed evolution of inbreeding and genetic gain to values predicted by some theoretical
models. Second, the study aimed to compare the evolution of some parameters based on
pedigree analysis in the different lines according to their management rules.
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I.

A validation of predictions of genetic gain and inbreeding
(see article)
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II.

A comparison of the evolution of some parameters based on pedigree analysis

The effect of selection strategies on the evolution of the within-population variability assessed
by pedigree data has often been investigated. As an example, among others, Huby et al.
(2003) compared the within-population variability of some French meat sheep breeds on the
light of their genetic management. Another interesting example was the case of the dairy
sheep breed Lacaune (Palhière et al., 2002): the breed was split into two separate selection
schemes that have been independently conducted for the last twenty years. Both schemes paid
attention to management of genetic diversity but one of them applied rules in a more constant
way across years. As a consequence, the observed inbreeding rate was lower for the first
scheme and higher in the second one. Yet objectives of both schemes were improvement of
milk quantity and milk quality, and both started from the same large population, and both
achieved the same genetic gains during the period analysed. It was concluded that procedures
aiming at preserving the genetic variability may meet success not at the expense of genetic
gains.
Then, the present study aims at analysing effect of selection scheme on inbreeding and also
other criteria of genetic variability based on pedigree data for selection experiments
undergoing different selection scheme, with selected lines and control line diverging from the
same population.

1. METHODS

Individuals inbreeding coefficients, number of founders, effective number of founders and
effective numbers of ancestors were computed from the pedigree by using the PEDIG
package (ref. http://www-sgqa.jouy.inra.fr/diffusions/pedig/pedig.htm).
The programme computed the probabilities of gene origin for a reference population. In order
to obtain the three parameters based on probabilities of gene origin (Boichard et al., 1997) at
each generation, calculation was done by successively deleting the most recent generation
from the pedigree, i.e. successively changing the reference population. No distinction was
made between males and females.
For details on these methods, see chapter 1.
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows number of founders, effective number of founders and effective number of
ancestors over generations for Line 1. The evolution of these parameters was similar in other
lines (results not shown).
Total number and effective number of founders rapidly decreased and stabilized in generation
2 and generation 1, respectively. Effective number of ancestors constantly decreased. In
generation 8 in Line 1, number of founders, effective number of founders and effective
number of ancestors was in average over the lines 33 (±1.7), 20 (±1.2) and 12 (±1.3),
respectively.
Evolution of number of founders, effective number of founders and effective number of
ancestors over generations were equivalent in the two Dutch lines but values of different
parameters were higher for the control line. Figure 3 shows number of founders, effective
number of founders and effective number of ancestors over generations for Line H (a) and for
Line C2 (b).
Number and effective number of founders rapidly decreased and stabilized in generation 3
and generation 2, respectively. Effective number of ancestors constantly decreased. In
generation 8, number of founders, effective number of founders and effective number of
ancestors was in average over the selected lines 51 (±1.4), 24 (±4.1) and 18 (±2.9),
respectively and were 71, 42 and 40 respectively for the control line.

Starting from a base population, the reduction of the total number and the effective number of
founders is rapid by nature, as illustrated via simulations by Verrier et al. (1994): a large part
of the initial lineages are lost when the selection process starts and, due to the increase of
relationship between animals, the representation of the remaining lineages is stabilized after a
small number of generations. The reduction of the effective number of ancestors occurs very
early too but, contrary to the effective number of founders, it does not stabilize, due to
possible bottlenecks during the successive generations (Boichard et al., 1997).
After stabilization, i.e. since creation of lines, effective number of founders of the French
selected lines represented two thirds of the total number of founders. This ratio was the same
for the random-bred lines (Line C1 and C2) whereas it represented only half for the Dutch
selected lines.
Effective number of founders shows whether expected contributions of founders are balanced
but does not account for bottlenecks further on in the pedigree. Bottlenecks are taken into
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account in effective number of ancestors. It appears that effective number of founders and
effective number of ancestors were almost the same for the random-bred Dutch line (Line C2)
but the ratio (effective number of ancestors divided by effective number of founders) was
smaller when selection occurred (Line H and L). In comparison with a selection procedure
aiming to balance the family representation at each generation, mass selection tends to favour
bottlenecks. Ratio of the French control line was lower than ratio of the Dutch control line but
the number of parents selected was larger in the Dutch selection scheme than in the French
one: loss of diversity due to bottlenecks increases with selection intensity.
Effective number of ancestors is concerned with the whole pedigree since major ancestors
may be founders or not: an individual from any intermediate generations (generation 1
through 7) who affects the current generation is taken into account. Effective number of
ancestors reflects effects of the breeding scheme on pedigree and their consequences on gene
loss in the population.

Effective size of the population based on inbreeding rate (NeI) can be defined as the number of
individuals with random mating and random selection that would have the same rate of
inbreeding as the population under study. It is calculated as: NeI = 1/ 2∆F (e.g., Falconer and
Mackay, 1996).
n

Wray and Thompson (1990) have shown that E (∆F ) = 1 / 4∑ ri 2 , where ri is the realized
i =1

contribution of one ancestor. Afterwards, Wooliams and Bijma (2000) showed that the rate of
inbreeding could be expressed in terms of expected contributions (rk ; see chapter 1) and
n

under hypothesis of random mating, we may write: E ( ∆F ) = 1 / 4∑ rk2
i =1

f

As f e = ∑ rk2 (see Chp.1), it leads us to the following equality: NeC = 2 fe . Thereafter, we will
k =1

refer to NeC as the effective size of population based on contributions; NeC stands here for the
effective size of the founder generation. Boichard et al. (1997) showed that the computation
of inbreeding is more sensitive to lacks in pedigree knowledge than the computation of
probabilities of gene origin. In the present study, pedigree is complete, which provides good
conditions to compare NeI and NeC (Table 1).
Difference appears because those two parameters do not exactly deal with the same concept.
Indeed, NeI is based on inbreeding rate from generation 0 through generation 8, and more
precisely, ∆F = ∆F(G0
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contributions in generations prior to generation 8 is here taken into account. However, fe
focuses only on individuals of Generation 0 and deals with their future contributions to
Generation 8. Drift that will occur in contributions of individuals born in Generation 1
through Generation 8 is not here taken into account. In short, we could say that, on one hand,
effective size of the population based on inbreeding rate "looks backwards" by considering
influence of generation 0 but also of intermediate generations on the current generation; on
the other hand, effective number of the population based on contributions relates to a single
generation only and "looks forwards" by considering the future influence of generation 0 on
the current generation. It seems that NeI is more accurate for the present study.
The concept of effective number of founders was already criticized by Lacy (1989) for the
same reasons since it does not take into account loss of genetic diversity by genetic drift in
subsequent generations, which would be relevant in conservation of small populations with
potential bottlenecks in the pedigree. Caballero and Toro (2000) also commented that in order
to minimize the increase of inbreeding, one should minimize variances of contributions from
all generations, not only founders. To overcome the problem, Lacy (1989, 1995) introduced
the concept of founder genome equivalents, Nge, which includes genetic drift occurring during
the pedigree development and is defined as follows: N ge = 1

2Φ t

where Φ t is the average kinship coefficient at generation t. Originally, Nge was a function of
expected proportions of surviving alleles of the founders at generation t:

N ge =

1
f

∑Φ
i =1

i ( 0 ,t )

ri ( 0,t )

where ri(0,t) is the expected proportion of surviving alleles at generation t from the ith founder
(from generation 0) and Φ i ( 0,t ) is the average kinship coefficient between ancestor i in
generation 0 and descendants in generation t. But for practical reasons, the first definition of
founder genome equivalents should be preferred since it does not need complex computer
calculations along the pedigree and kinship coefficient may be directly derived from the
additive relationship matrix (Caballero and Toro, 2000).
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Figure 2: Number of founders (black), effective number of founders (grey) and effective
number of ancestors (white) over generations for Line 1 from the French experiment.
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Figure 3: Number of founders (black), effective number of founders (grey) and effective
number of ancestors (white) over generations for Line H (a) and Line C2 (b) from the Dutch
experiment.
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Table 1: Effective size of the population based on inbreeding rate (NeI) and on contributions
(NeC) for the French and the Dutch experiments.

French experiment

Dutch experiment
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Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line C1
Line H
Line L
Line C2

NeI
34
36
38
40
52
47
119

NeC
42
37
38
41
54
43
84
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CHAPTER 3: Estimation and evolution of genetic parameters
and polymorphism evolution of a candidate gene

This chapter deals with an analysis of genetic diversity from the French experimental lines
and aims to estimate evolution of genetic parameters and polymorphism evolution of a
candidate gene.
The first goal of this study was to give actual estimates of the genetic parameters (additive
genetic variance, heritability, genetic correlations) in the base population. Second, MHC
genes being good candidate genes for the selected traits in immune response, effect of MHC
genes on the traits was estimated and analysis of the MHC polymorphism within lines was
handled. This evolution will be compared to different theoretical predictions, considering
MHC genes to be neutral or not. Third, evolution over time of the genetic diversity may be
assessed by estimating the parameters with different samples of the data, in order to
investigate the influence of available data on estimations.
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I.
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Actual genetic parameters and effect of a candidate gene
(see article)

CHAPTER 3
II.

Evolution of genetic parameters over time.

The objective of this study was to investigate changes in additive genetic variance during the
course of the experiment and examine the cope of the underlying model used for the
estimation of the genetic parameters.

1. METHODS

Univariate analyses were carried out by the Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) method
using VCE software (Groeneveld, 1997) on the three selected traits. For each trait the animal
model was as follows:
Yijk = µ + generi + sexj + Aijk + Eijk
where Y is the performance, µ the overall mean, gener and sex are the environmental fixed
effects of the generation and the sex of animals, respectively, A is the additive genetic value,
assumed to be from polygenic origin, and E the random error.
Performance and pedigree data from all lines and all generations, up to the base generation,
were available.
In a first step, the number of generations taken into account for the analysis was increased
successively. In a second step, consecutive subsets of generation were taken: generation 0 to
2, generation 3 to 5 and the generation 6 to 9. All pedigree information available back to
generation 0 was included for the analysis of each subset, estimations being underestimated
when back pedigrees were omitted because parents without records would treated as if they
were unrelated, i.e. less inbred than they really were (Meyer and Hill, 1991).

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For trait CC, estimates given in Tables 1 and 2 have to be nuanced because response to
selection in the selected line for trait CC (Line 3) showed the largest variations from one
generation to another (Loywyck et al., 2005 – see chapter 2).

Table 2 shows evolution of estimates of genetic parameters over time for the 3 selected traits
ND3, PHA and CC, increasing the number of generations to give data sets. For traits ND3 and
PHA, estimates of the additive genetic variance (σ²A) fluctuated when only three generations
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of data were considered but σ²A constantly decreased when more data from the later
generations were added. Estimates of the residual variance (σ²E) followed the same trend as
the additive genetic variance for trait ND3, whereas σ²E largely increased when adding data
from the earlier generations for trait PHA. Then, estimated heritability (h²) decreased over
time for traits ND3 and PHA.

Table 3 shows evolution of estimates of genetic parameters 3 selected traits ND3, PHA and
CC, based on subset of data. For traits ND3 and PHA, estimates of the additive genetic
variance and of the residual variance decreased when considering latter generations. Decrease
of σ²E being larger than σ²A for trait ND3 (24% and 31% for σ²A and σ²E between subset G0G2 and subset G6-G9, respectively) estimate heritability increased; on the contrary, decrease
of σ²E being smaller than σ²A for trait PHA (44% and 38% for σ²A and σ²E between subset G0G2 and subset G6-G9, respectively) estimated heritability decreased. Environmental
sensitivity seems to decrease in the latter generations.

The underlying model for the analysis of the three selected traits, using REML method, was
the infinitesimal additive model, which assumes that trait are determined by infinity of
unlinked additive genes with small effects and gene frequencies not affected by selection.
Then, estimations of σ²A over time, when increasing the number of generations into account,
should be identical since genetic variances are expected to be constant over time, except as a
result of inbreeding and of selection that may cause linkage disequilibrium among unlinked
loci; although, additive genetic variance decreased for both traits. Meyer and Hill (1991) have
shown by simulations using data from section experiment for food intake in mice that effects
of selection on the genetic variance were negligible when heritability was low (h²=0.15).
When heritability was higher (h²=40) selection induced a decrease of genetic variance in the
early generations but the effect was much smoother in the later generations. Thus, variation
causes of the additive genetic variance for traits PHA and CC may be explained by increase of
inbreeding within the lines whereas additive genetic variance for traits ND3 could be
influenced by inbreeding but also affected by the selection strategy in the experiment.
Estimation of genetic parameters using data from all generations (G0-G9) was slightly
different from estimation given by Loywyck et al. (2005) since previous estimations were
handled considering only data from the line selected for the trait and from the control line.
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Sorensen and Kennedy (1986) obtained unbiased estimates of σ²A when ignoring data from the
first three generations in a selection experiment with 5 generations, which surprising since
information contributing to selection decisions has been ignored. However, extending the
simulations for up to 10 generations, van der Werf and de Boer (1990) showed that omitting
data from selected ancestors caused bias in estimate of σ²A due to not accounting for all
gametic disequilibrium. Linkage would be expected to lead to a progressive reduction in
genetic variance over early generations: this would explain the decrease of σ²A when
considering subset of data but not the large decline when considering the latter generations.

This study shows that selection for the immune response traits has reduced the genetic
variance over and above the effects of inbreeding and linkage. The interest of the approach
proposed by Meyer and Hill (1990) lies in the inferences that we are able to drawn on changes
in variance over time that were not due simply to inbreeding or short-term effects of selection.
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Table 2: Evolution of estimates of genetic parameters over time for the three traits, increasing
the number of generations to give performances data sets (all pedigrees considered).
Data set
G0-G1
G0-G2
G0-G3
G0-G4
G0-G5
G0-G6
G0-G7
G0-G8
G0-G9

σ²A
1.087
1.398
1.284
1.436
1.300
1.187
1.169
1.133
1.075

trait ND3
σ²E
2.028
2.329
2.325
2.395
2.267
2.241
2.097
2.095
2.065

h²
0.349
0.382
0.357
0.374
0.362
0.344
0.357
0.349
0.339

trait PHA
σ²A
σ²E
h²
0.085 0.265 0.236
0.091 0.444 0.179
0.074 0.479 0.134
0.065 0.554 0.105
0.070 0.523 0.118
0.073 0.496 0.127
0.073 0.471 0.131
0.063 0.451 0.119
0.056 0.427 0.112

σ²A
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.003

trait CC
σ²E
0.010
0.011
0.012
0.011
0.010
0.010
0.009
0.009
0.009

h²
0.167
0.154
0.143
0.083
0.167
0.167
0.250
0.250
0.250

Table 3: Evolution of estimates of genetic parameters for the three traits based on different
subsets of data.

Data set
G0-G2
G3-G5
G6-G9
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σ²A
1.398
1.364
1.058

trait ND3
σ²E
h²
2.329 0.382
2.105 0.385
1.608 0.391

σ²A
0.091
0.082
0.051

trait PHA
σ²E
h²
0.444 0.179
0.564 0.126
0.277 0.145

σ²A
0.002
0.002
0.004

trait CC
σ²E
h²
0.009 0.182
0.009 0.182
0.008 0.333
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CHAPTER 5: Evaluation of risks consequently to reduction of
genetic
diversity
in
populations
having
experimented a strong bottleneck

This chapter deals with consequences of intensive selection on the increasing number of
genetic abnormalities in simulated populations. We focus on dairy cattle populations, mainly
on the French Prim’Holstein population since those populations have faced severe
bottlenecks. We aim at mimicking mechanism of the reproductive system of this population in
order to model and simulate polymorphism evolution of specific alleles: deleterious alleles
linked to genetic defects. Appearance of those alleles is the direct consequences of diversity
loss in the population; then, management of deleterious alleles is part of management of
genetic diversity. But efficient management requires knowledge of the genetic basis.
The goal of this chapter is to improve our knowledge about appearance of genetic defects in
selected populations and the consequences of counter-selection against the deleterious alleles
in short and long-term.
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More or less empirical selection procedures have been going on in animal populations for
thousands of years. During the last two centuries, breeds have been standardised and, from the
middle of the 20th century, breeding programmes applying the quantitative genetics concepts
and methods have been implemented. In the last decades the selection procedures became
more and more accurate and intense. Such selection, over many generations and in large
populations, has driven the accumulation of mutations with favourable effects on phenotypes,
as well as mutations with pathological phenotypic consequences and deleterious mutations.
In the case of bovine populations, several morphological, neurological or metabolism
abnormalities have been reported over the last ten years. For about 400 of these abnormalities,
a genetic basis is putative or has been proven; for 56 of them, a locus was located and for 27
of them, a causal mutation was identified (Ducos et al., 2004). In France, a large scale
inventory has been organized by the so called “French Bovine Genetic Disease Observatory”,
created in 2002. The incidence of genetic defects is usually low but economical consequences
of those abnormalities are important. Vigil programmes were set up in order to detect any fast
increase of the frequency of some particular defects and manage the crises. When then
number of stillbirth calving peaks, counter-selection against the defect is handled by
developing a molecular test to find the causal mutation out and by selecting against the
mutant allele in the breeding scheme.
In dairy cattle breeding, the massive and unbalanced use of some artificial insemination (AI)
bulls induces large bottlenecks from one generation to the next one. As a consequence, many
“large” dairy cattle breeds, i.e. breeds widely used, with a very large female population size,
are small populations from a genetic point of view (for recent results in the case of French
breeds, see Mattalia et al., 2006).

The goal of this study is to investigate the risk of appearance of genetic defects in selected
populations submitted to bottlenecks, as dairy cattle populations. Is the increase of
abnormalities due to new mutant alleles or due to the load of deleterious alleles inherited from
the past? Is the probability of facing peaks due to the reduction of effective size of population
or due to the specific selection scheme? What would be the most efficient management
against a new peak: temporary or continual selection against the deleterious allele?
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1. Material and methods

The evolution of the frequency of a deleterious allele was monitored within a simulated
population. In order to mimic the intensification of the selection procedures having occurred
from the 1950s’, two successive periods were considered (Figure 4): during the first period,
natural service bulls were used, there was no artificial selection and, within a given parental
sex, no distinction was made between breeding animals according to the sex of their future
progeny; during the second period, the number of sires was very small, the selection intensity
was as high as possible and the fourth gene pathways (sire-sire, dam-sire, sire-dam, dam-dam)
were distinguished. The demographic parameters of the simulated population were inspired
from the current status and the known history of the French Holstein population. However, for
the sake of simplicity, the population was simulated with separate generations.

For most abnormalities, a Mendelian inheritance, mainly autosomal recessive (60%), has been
postulated (Huston, 1993). Therefore, a locus with two alleles was considered in the
simulation: a wild-type allele M, that mutates at rate u to a deleterious allele m (no back
mutations), with a mutation rate ranging between 10-4 and 10-8 from one studied situation to
the other. The deleterious allele was assumed to be recessive and lethal: the selective value
(wi) of an individual i was equal to 1 for MM homozygote and heterozygote Mm individuals,
whereas wi was equal to 0 for mm homozygote individuals. For this study, the BLAD
abnormality (Bovine Leukocyte Adhesion Deficiency) was considered as a reference frame:
the occurrence rate of BLAD at birth was estimated to be 0.2% in the United States in 1992,
which corresponds to a 0.044 frequency of the lethal allele in the population. Frequency of the
causal mutant allele (D128G allele) was estimated to be 0.15 and 0.06 for Holstein bulls and
dams respectively (Nagahata, 2004). In Denmark, of the tested animals in 1993, 0.5% of them
were affected animals. As BLAD in different Holstein populations has been successfully
controlled, the above frequencies will define a peak of abnormality in the population: the
population will be considered to face a peak of abnormality when frequency of the lethal
allele reaches 0.044, which corresponds to a 0.2% occurrence rate of stillbirth. Furthermore,
we will considerer a 10-4 mutation rate.
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1.1. Initialisation

The purpose of the initialisation step is to estimate the frequency of the deleterious allele
when (intense) selection starts, i.e. at the end of the first period (see above). During this first
period, the population was assumed to be unselected (random choice of parents). It counted
50,000 dams in each generation, and one sire for 30 to 50 dams. Mating was at random.
Under such hypotheses, the theoretical value of the effective size (Ne), is given by the
1
1
1
classical equation (e.g. Crow and Kimura, 1970, p. 103): Ne = 4 N m + 4 N f , where Nm
and Nf are the number of sires and dams, respectively. Then, the effective size of the
population was comprised between 4,000 and 6,000, according to the extreme values for the
number of dams per sire. The population is supposed to have reached the mutation-selectiondrift equilibrium by that time; therefore, frequency of the inherited deleterious allele m at the
end of the first period could be estimated through diffusion equations (Crow and Kimura,
1970, chapter 8). Then, allele frequency in the base population was estimated to be between
10-2 and 10-4. Furthermore, we will consider q0 to take 10-2 value.
1.2. Transmission: reproduction and selection during the second period

According to demographic data from the French herd book of Holstein population, the
population counted 4,150 males and 1,900,000 females. In total 2,700 sires and 424,000 dams
were referenced, but among them, only 275 sires and 1,365 dams were considered as the elite
because of their high breeding values. Those referenced figures will be used in our simulated
population and the “elite” reproducers will procreate the next generation of bulls: 275
different bull-sires and 1,365 bull-dams will be used (see Fig.4). Furthermore, those figures
will be referred as “demographic data”.
Mating was at random between individuals selected as parents to procreate the next
generation.

In a first set of simulations (hereafter referred as “random choice”) no artificial selection of
the parents occurred, so that the population was just submitted to the selection on the M/m
locus (see next).
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In a second set of populations (thereafter referred as “mass selection”), parents were selected
according to their phenotypic value for a given trait. The underlying additive model to
generate the phenotypic value Pi of an individual i was Pi = µ + Ai + Ei , where µ is the overall
mean, Ai is the individual genetic additive value and Ei is the environmental effect. For the
founder animals, breeding values (Ai) were generated as Ai = σ A ⋅ ε i , where εi is a random
number, normally distributed, centred on zero and independent from one founder animal to
the other, and σA is the additive genetic standard deviation in the base population. On the
same way, environmental effect was generated as Ei = σ E ⋅ γ i , where γi is a random number,
normaly distributed, centred on zero, independent from εi and independent from one founder
animal to the other, and σE is the environmental standard deviation, assumed to be constant
over generations. From one generation to the other, the transmission model was as follows:
1
1
for each offspring, i, Ai = 2 Ap + 2 Am + Z i , where Ap et Am are the breeding values of its sire

and the dam, respectively, and Zi represents the meiosis alea. This alea was generated as

  Fp + Fm 

follows: Z i = σ A ⋅ ζ i ⋅  12 1 −
2




−1 2

, where ζi is an independent random number drawn

from a N(0,1) distribution, and Fp and Fm are the coefficients of inbreeding of the sire (Fp)
and the dam (Fm), respectively (Foulley and Chevalet, 1971; Verrier et al., 1989). The
individual coefficients of inbreeding were computed on the basis of the complete knowledge
of the pedigree. The additive genetic standard deviation was arbitrarily chosen as unity in the
base population (σA = 1) and the heritability of the selected trait was 0.3.

At each generation, the genotype of animals at the locus M/m was taken into account. First,

mm homozygous animals were systematically considered as dead at birth. Second, when the
frequency of the lethal allele (m) was higher than a given threshold, fixed in this study to
0.044 (see above), a systematic selection against this allele was assumed, by putting to zero
the selective value (wi) of Mm homozygous animals. This corresponds to the design of
molecular tests allowing the systematic detection and the elimination of individual carrying
the lethal allele. This new selection regime could either be continual or temporary, i.e.
counter-selection of heterozygote Mm stopped as soon as the frequency of m was lower than
the threshold.
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Simulations (1000 iterations) starting from the base population over t generations were
undergone. Frequency of m allele (qt) was given by q t = q 0 + q ′ , where q0 is the inherited
allele frequency (see Initialisation) and q’ the frequency of a new allele appeared over t
generations.

1.3. Estimation of the variance effective size of the population

A locus, independent from both the M/m locus and the selected trait, and with no mutation,
was simulated. This locus was biallelic, with the same initial frequencies (in the base
population) as for the M/m locus. The “variance” effective size of the population (NeV) was
estimated on the basis of the temporal variation of the allele frequencies at the neutral locus
(Waples, 1989), using estimator proposed by Nei and Tajima (1981).

1.4. Duration of the process and number of replicates

Simulations over 10 generations were undergone with random choice of the parents, in order
to understand the underlying dynamics of new mutant allele appearance. The 10-generations
duration matches with the stretch of time starting from 1950 up till nowadays, considering
that the generation interval for French Holstein population is estimated to be 5.7 years
(Mattalia et al., 2006). In the situation of selection, simulations were run up to 30 generations.
For each case, 1000 replicates were undergone.

1.5. Influence of the selection scheme and the reduction of the effective size of population

Studies from Institut de l’Elevage have shown that 100 bull-sires were active nowadays but
only 10 of them procreate 80% of the young bulls, that the ratio bull-sires per bull-dams was
1/5 and that bull-dams represented 1‰ of the total number of dams. In order to define the
useful number of reproducers, we reduced the number of sires and dams: the different
hypotheses that were tested are presented in Table 4.

In order to test the influence of the complex selection scheme, we have simulated a population
with the same number of sires but undergoing the ‘natural’ animal breeding scheme handled
before 1950’s (in average, 40 dams per bull). Dams and sires were selected according to their
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phenotypic value for a given trait (“mass selection”). The number of sires and dams to be
mated depends of the useful number of reproducers defined as above.

1.6. Risk of facing new abnormalities

In order to evaluate the risk of facing a peak at another locus, i.e. facing a new abnormality,
when counter-selection occurred against the lethal allele (m), we simulated other loci carrying
lethal alleles.
The loci that would carry a lethal allele may be considered as lethal equivalents. Their number
(1000) was estimated from the concept of expected number of lethal equivalents (nle):
nle ≈ 2q n (Hedrick et al., 1998), where q is the average frequency of lethal alleles and n is

the number of loci in an organism that can carry a lethal allele. In the bovine genome, there
are 30 000 genes in average; assuming that a locus does not match directly with a gene, then
the total number of loci should be larger, and assuming that q was approximated by the
inherited allele frequency q0, we have decided to considerer 1000 lethal equivalents in our
population, i.e. 1000 independent loci carrying lethal alleles.

2. Results

2.1. Parents chosen at random

After 10 generations, the average frequency qt was almost equal to q0, frequency of a new
allele q’ being negligible (average q’ was 10-3). The average qt was equal to 9.1 10-3 in each
gene pool (sire, dam or whole population).
Persistence of a new mutant allele differed according to the sub-population where it appeared.
In the dam population, new mutant alleles that were still observed after 10 generations had
appeared mostly in the very last generations (10 % in generation 8, 22% in generation 9 and
57% in generation 10), whereas, in the sire population, new mutant allele had appeared in any
of the 10 generations, with the same probability. Then, we may conclude that the increase of
abnormalities was due to the load of deleterious alleles inherited from the past, rather than
new mutant alleles.
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2.2. Mass selected parents

a) Short-term period

From the simulated replicates, a 95% confidence interval (CI) for the final frequency of the
mutant allele was drawn in each gene pool (sire, dam and offspring pools). The 95% CI under
different hypotheses are presented in Table 5.

Observed allele frequencies using demographic data for dams and sires fell outside the 95%
CI for each gene pool.
The reduction of the number of bull-dams did not have influence on CI bounds.
When the number of sires was reduced from 2,700 to 100, of which 10 bull sires, and the
number of dams fitting demographic data, observed frequency of the deleterious allele in the
whole population (0.044) matched with the 95% CI, but CI bounds were not large enough for
the sire and dam gene pools. The observed frequency of the deleterious allele in the whole
population matched with the 95% CI when the number of sires was reduced to 25, of which 5
bull sires, for each gene pool.
Out of the 1000 simulated population frequencies after 10 generations, 55 of them were larger
than the observed frequency of the deleterious allele when total number of sires was 100, of
which 10 bull sires (55 in the case of 25 sires in total, of which 25 bull sires). This means that
in average, among 1000 independent loci, 55 of them showed an increase of frequency
(frequency higher than the threshold defined to start a selection against the deleterious allele)
that may lead to an abnormality peak; then, we could estimate risk of facing a new crisis at
5.5%.

For each gene pool, 95% CIs were similar, whatever the selection scheme (‘natural’ or
complex), which lead us to conclude that abnormalities peaks are mainly due to the very small
number of reproducers, more than the specific selection scheme.

b) Long-term period

Simulations over 30 generations were undergone with mass selection of the parents in the
population in order to get a long-term overview on mutant allele appearance.
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Figure 5 shows evolution of average lethal allele frequency and its 95% CI when continual or
temporary counter-selection against the lethal allele occurred in a population with 25 sires, of
which 5 bull-sires. Counter-selection started in generation 2, which is illustrated by the
deleterious allele threshold line (lethal allele frequency equals to 0.044) crosses the 95% CI.
Average frequency rapidly decreased and stabilised after 15 generations at around 8.104

.when total number of sires was 25, of which 5 bull-sires.

When increasing the number of sires with total number of sires was 100, of which 10 bullsires, curve of evolution of average lethal allele frequency overlapped (results not shown)
whatever the counter-selection regime.

Figure 6 shows the risk of facing a peak (number of loci out of 100 with a frequency higher
than deleterious allele threshold) over 30 generations when continual or temporary counterselection against the lethal allele occurred. The risk was higher during the first 10 generations
when total number of sires was 25, whatever counter-selection against the lethal allele was
temporary or continual. From 10 to 30 generations, the risk was equivalent whatever the
number of sires of method of counter-selection against the lethal allele and was estimated in
average at 0.2%.
Figure 7 shows the risk of facing a peak at another locus over 30 generations when temporary
or continual counter-selection occurred against the lethal allele.
When temporal counter-selection occurred, the risk was higher when total number of sire was
100, of which 10 bull sires, than when total number of sires was 25, of which 5 bull sires. On
the contrary, when continual counter-selection occurred, risk was lower when total number of
sire was 100, of which 10 bull sires, than when total number of sires was 25, of which 5 bull
sires. In the long term, whatever the total number of sires or the method for counter-selection
against lethal alleles, average risk stabilised at 1%. This means that among 1000 independent
loci, 10 of them shows an increase of frequency (frequency higher than BLAD threshold of
0.044) that may lead to an abnormality peak.

Table 6 shows estimations of the “variance” effective population size and inbreeding after 10
generations. Estimations of the effective population size and inbreeding rate were similar with
the complex selection scheme with 25 sires, of which 5 bull-sires, and with the ‘natural’
selection scheme with 25 sires and 1000 dams. When the total number of sires increased from
25 to 100, the “variance” effective size of the population slightly increased but the inbreeding
rate was divided by half.
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3. Discussion

Deleterious alleles regularly appear and frequency of some of them may increase in the dam
gene pool but strong bottlenecks from one generation to another one act like a purge. As a
matter of fact, unbalanced use of sires is the cause of abnormalities crisis. In fact, alleles with
nowadays fast frequency increase are alleles inherited and accumulated along domestication
years, before intensification of selection in the 1950’s; and an intense use of some male
reproducers allows mutation load (Glemin, 2003) to express. If one of the highly-used sires
carries a lethal allele, the risk of a fast frequency increase of this allele is strong. It is actually
what happened for BLAD crisis: BLAD carriers were among the most prominent bulls of
Holstein breed, such as Osbornedal Ivanhoe, worldwide-used bulls, and some of its sons.
Mechanism of French Holstein population could actually be compared to mechanism of a
population where only 25 sires procreate, assuming very simplified hypotheses such as nonoverlapping generations and simple mass selection. In fact, the intense artificial selection
undertaken nowadays is much more accurate than mass selection. Genetic improvement is
greatest through selection of males because fewer males than females are needed in breeding:
bull-sires and bull-dams pathway contribute around 30% and 39%, respectively, to the overall
genetic improvement. Progeny testing of bulls has become central to genetic improvement of
dairy cattle and the intense use of some bulls require an accurate estimation of their breeding
values (high precision of their indexes with an accuracy of the estimation at least greater than
0.7). Thus, consequences on genetic diversity that were drawn out of this study actually
minimize the real effect of selection and then, minimize risks. On the contrary, consequences
of overlapping generations are more difficult to evaluate but we may consider that
overlapping generations intensify the effect of selection since reproducers of different
generations may compete against one another at the same time.
Moreover we assume fitness to be linear, giving every parent the same probability to
procreate; in reality, fitness should be exponential since it is defined according to breeding
value, decreasing again the number of useful parents. Then, estimation of effective size would
not be large and would agree with estimation (NeI = 50) based on pedigree analysis (Boichard
et al, 1997), although estimation of effective population size is always lower when using

pedigree data, compared to estimation based on allele variation (NeV). Finally, incidence of
the lethal allele (0.2%) was calculated as q², assuming non-inbred population, so that
frequency of the lethal allele was estimated to be 0.044 in the population; however, according
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to inbreeding estimation, incidence of the lethal allele should take inbreeding into account and
be calculated as q² + Fq(1-q), so that frequency of the lethal allele would be lower (0.017) in
the population.
This study illustrates the visible consequence of inbreeding, which increases with the
reduction of the effective size of the population. Inbreeding in itself simply increases
homozygosity, whether homozygous combinations contain deleterious allele or not; therefore,
it increases the chances of deleterious allele, particularly lethal genes, to become homozygous
and thus express themselves.
Continual counter-selection against lethal allele that currently occurs, such as against BLAD
allele, will not have direct consequences on frequency of other deleterious alleles. However,
probability of facing a new crisis at each mutant locus still exist (1%, i.e. 1 locus out 100). An
increase of the number of reproducers (as for instance, 100 sires, of which 10 bull-sires)
would correspond to a better use of reproducers, would not have any impact on the risk for
other loci in the Holstein population but would at least reduce inbreeding coefficient and thus,
inbreeding depression.

Numerous abnormalities are well known in the French Holstein population, such as umbilical
hernia. Frequency of those abnormalities in the population is still very low. But would happen
if a new sire with high breeding value was carrier of one of those alleles? What would happen
if one son of a worldwide used Holstein bull would receive a lethal allele from his mother and
then would be intensively used?

In the light of this study, advice could be given for the management of population which
selection tends to intensify but have not faced any abnormalities peaks yet, especially for
populations with high-level diffusion possibility of parents, sheep populations for instance:
-

The number of reproducers should not be too narrow and their use should be balanced,
especially for sires.

-

If frequency of a lethal allele ever increases in the population, temporary counterselection against the lethal allele should be preferred in order to low risk at other loci.
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Table 4: Different hypotheses about the reduction of the number of reproducers.
Dams
Total number
Number of bull-dams
125,000
125
424,000
1365
(Demographic data)

Total number
100
100
25

Sires
Number of bull-sires
10
10
5

Table 5: 95% confidence intervals for the final frequency qt of the mutant allele after 10
generations with mass selection of the parents

Complex
selection scheme

‘Natural’
selection scheme

Demographic data
Reduction of number of sires
100 sires
of which 10 bull-sires
25 sires
of which 5 bull-sires

25 sires & 1000 dams

Whole
population
[0.004; 0.019]

Sire gene pool

Dam gene pool

[0.003; 0.020]

[0.004; 0.017]

[0; 0.062]

[0; 0.075]

[0; 0.056]

[0; 0.082]

[0; 0.010]

[0; 0.083]

[0; 0.082]

[0; 0.080]

[0; 0.080]

Table 6: Estimation of the effective population size and inbreeding after 10 generations
Choice of
parents
Complex selection scheme

‘Natural’ selection scheme
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Demographic data
100 sires, of which 10 bull-sires
25 sires, of which 5 bull-sires

mass
selection

25 sires & 1000 dams

mass
selection
random

NeV

F (%)

2868
240
165

0.17
5.40
10.66

158

11.19

190

10.63
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the selective scheme in dairy cattle: (a) before 1950’s
(‘natural’ breeding scheme), and (b) after 1950’s (complex selective scheme).
(a)
Generation t

Male
Dam

Sire

Female

Generation (t+1)

(b)
Generation t

Male
Female

Bull-sire

Bull-dam

Cow-sire

Cow-dam

Generation (t+1)
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Figure 5: Evolution of the average allele frequency in the whole population over 30
generations when continual (triangle) or temporal (circle) counter-selection against the lethal
allele occurred, assuming total number of sires to be 25, of which 5 bull-sires. Dotted lines
refer to bounds of the 95% CIs: bold dotted lines for temporal counter-selection and plain
dotted line for continual counter-selection. Semi-dotted line refers to the BLAD threshold
lethal allele frequency.
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Figure 6: Risk of facing a peak over 30 generations when temporary (dotted line) or continual
(plane line) counter-selection against the lethal allele occurred, assuming total number of sires
to be 100, of which 10 bull-sires (triangle) or assuming total number of sires to be 25, of
which 5 bull-sires (circle). Semi-dotted line refers to the estimated risk after 10 generations
without selection against the lethal allele.
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Figure 7: Risk of facing a peak at another locus over 30 generations when temporary (dotted
line) or continual (plane line) counter-selection occurred against the lethal allele, assuming
total number of sires to be 100, of which 10 bull-sires (triangle) or assuming total number of
sires to be 25, of which 5 bull-sires (circle).
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate in details genetic variability, using different
kinds of information, such as genetic markers, especially the molecular markers, pedigrees, or
phenotypes for quantitative traits, and also using different methodologies based on statistical
analysis or simulations.

1. Interest of analysis of genetic variability at different scales

Investigation of genetic variability could be handled at different scales according to the types
of information and the methods to analyse them. The scales are defined according to the part
of the genome concerned and depend essentially on the type of data available.

The criteria of variability based on pedigree data (chap. 2) represent, in a probabilistic way,
the polymorphism at an anonymous locus, strictly speaking a neutral locus with no mutation:
the results may be generalised to any part of the genome following the same assumptions. The
genetic parameters (chap. 3), i.e. the parameters defined within the framework of the usual
model for representing the phenotypic variation of a given trait (additive variance, heritability,
etc.), provide a picture of the variability due to an unknown number of unknown functional
genes. The criteria of variability established for given known loci, functional (chap. 3) or not
(chap. 4), give a measure of the variability directly on the DNA but restricted to the concerned
loci and, to a lower extent, to the vicinity of these loci.

Within a population, the evolution of the above criteria from one generation to the other, or
from one cohort of animals to the other, generally allows to quantify the evolution of the
genetic variability over time. Such information are very useful for people in charge of the
genetic management of the population. For this reason, parameters as the rate of inbreeding,
the change in the expected heterozygosity or the temporal variation of allele frequencies, are
often computed on real populations. Note, however, that the current methods used to estimate
the genetic parameters (e.g., REML) always refer to the variance in the base population: using
such methods in order to quantify the trend in genetic variance tells complex methodological
questions.
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The first interest of analysis genetic diversity at different scales lies in getting different but
complementary points of view so that results may be contrasted or nuanced. In chapter 3 for
instance, comparing the two hypotheses about the effect of MHC (fixed effect vs. random
effect) or comparing the two methodologies about its allele frequencies, let us know if the
variations for this locus may be large enough to be detected.

The second interest of analysis genetic diversity at different scales lies in focusing on a
gradual reduction of the number of relevant loci. In chapter 4 for instance, a first populationscaled analysis such as PCA gives a good overview of the divergence of the lines and is also
useful to find out which markers are mainly involved in the divergence; second, a genomescaled analysis using polymorphism evolution of loci over time (fc) and fixation indices (Fis)
gives a set of markers that may be influenced by selection. Finally, simulations of allele
polymorphism, i.e. an analysis restricted to some loci, confirm which marker was actually
under the influence of selection.

2. Estimation of effective size of population

The effective size (Ne) of the population is a key parameter for estimating the trend in genetic
variability. Ne is usually estimated using pedigree information and the rate of inbreeding (NeI)
or from the variance in allele frequencies over time (NeV); both methods were used in this
study. Compared to other descriptive parameters based on pedigree information, such as
effective number of founders or ancestors, rate of inbreeding based on pedigree information
appeared in chapter 2 to be the most appropriate parameter for estimation of effective size of
population NeI.
In different studies in this thesis, the estimated values of the effective size were always lower
when based on inbreeding (NeI) than when based on the temporal variation approach (NeV),
whatever the loci that were considered. This was true for a candidate gene whose neutrality
was tested (chap. 3), and for supposedly neutral or selected markers (chap. 4). Such results let
suppose that the change in genetic variability may be underestimated using pedigree
information in comparison with molecular data. Moreover, estimation using genotype
information from supposedly neutral marker was lower than estimation using genotype
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information from markers under selection (chap. 4), meaning picture of genetic variability
will depend on the nature of molecular information.

Note that estimation of the effective size population based on temporal allele frequencies at
MHC locus has to be toned down because of the balancing selection that occurs in this region.
Picture of genetic variability based on molecular information should however be nuanced
when it deals with microsatellites because it has be shown that amplification success declined
with genetic distance from the base population (Wright et al., 2004), inducing a bias in the
use of microsatellites to assess neutral variability. This study was undergone in flies’
population but similar patterns have been found in studies about birds (Primmer et al., 1996;
Galburesa et al., 2000). Moreover, successive generations led to drop in variability (reduction
of NeV) that could be attributed to loss of rare alleles, rare alleles being lost before common
alleles

Different temporal estimates of Ne were compared in mass selection lines in Pacific oysters
(Appleyard and Ward, 2006): the moments temporal method that we have used along this
thesis (Waples, 1989), a Bayesian approach (Bertier et al., 2002) and a pseudo-likelihood
approach (Wang, 2001). It appeared that the three temporal methods gave very similar
estimations of Ne, differences being mainly due to stochastic effects associated with each
model. Then, NeV could be calculated using any of the three methods based on microsatellites
information.

Although, opposite results about genetic variability using different kinds of information were
observed in quails (Kim et al., 2007) and in plant breeding (Soleimani et al., 2002).
Estimation of inbreeding in Japanese quail lines was more accurate (smaller standard
deviation) using pedigree analysis than microsatellites analysis; and in cultivars of wheat,
genetic distances based on pedigree analysis (through kinship coefficient) were larger than
those based on molecular information (AFLP markers – amplified restriction fragment
polymorphism). But in both cases, knowledge of the pedigree was not complete or could not
be traced back for more than a couple of generations, which may overestimate the actual level
of variability.

3. Benefits and limits of modelling
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Computer simulations are a useful tool in mimicking reality. But one question arises when
modelling: what genetic model should be considered? a detailed and complex model, in order
to be as realistic as possible and fit the real dataset, or a simple but unrealistic one?
Predictions of genetic gain and inbreeding (chap. 2) were calculated using deterministic
equations assuming simplified hypotheses, such as polygenic additive model, nonoverlapping generations, random mating. Hypothesis of drift as the only force affecting
evolution of allele frequencies could be also tested (chap. 3 and 4) using a simple model: the
observed parameter (fc) was compared with the distribution of f obtained from a series of
simulations of a population undergoing pure drift and that presents the same initial allelic
frequencies and the same inbreeding effective size. This test allowed us to identify loci with
extreme f values compared to the rest of the genome, i.e. values greater then expected values
under drift alone. In both case, modelling was an efficient approach to make useful
predictions of the evolution of selected populations although the basic assumptions
considered in the genetic model are not met in reality. In chapter 5, computer simulations of a
simplified model that mimics the selection and reproduction scheme of dairy cattle allowed us
to understand why fast increase of lethal allele frequency occurred. But consequences on
genetic diversity that were drawn out of this study actually minimize the real effect of
intensive artificial selection and overlapping generations and then, minimize risks.
However, more complex models may be useful and give more accurate analysis of genetic
diversity. In chapter 4, for instance, the selection scheme was taken into account. Knowledge
of the complete pedigree and phenotypes of the selected trait for each individual, but also the
specific associations between markers, allowed us to fit reality and be able to decipher
whether polymorphism evolution of the markers was under selection force or not, which
could not clearly defined using statistical analysis.

4. Utility and improvement of experimental dataset

The advantages of our experimental lines were manifold:
-

Pedigree was complete and we had even knowledge of founders population that were
crossed to create the base population, so that we could get precise and unbiased
measures of genetic variability using pedigree information, even on a long-term scale
since the number of selected generations was large.

-

The number of individuals and the number of parents were constant over time so that
it fit basic assumptions of theoretical approaches.
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-

All individuals were measured for selection criteria, even for the trait they were not
selected for, so that comparison between control and selected lines could be handled
but also the estimation of a selected trait on other traits.

-

All individuals were blood-sampled so that molecular information could (in theory,
i.e. without financial constraints) be available at any generation.

Then, these experimental chicken lines have allowed us to validate and compare theoretical
predictions with real data as well as to investigate in details genetic variability, using different
kinds of information. However, selection rules were not strictly those of truncation selection:
because of the small size of the population because, representation of the half-sib families had
to be maintained and some individuals were kept in spite of their lower phenotypes.

Moreover, this experiment was not drawn on purpose for genetic diversity study: the first goal
of those experimental lines was to improve selection for immune response in chickens. If we
could set up a new experiment aiming at analysing genetic diversity, advice could be given:
-

To combine molecular information from single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and
microsatellites. SNPs are biallelic markers with a limited information content of a
single marker but their high density makes them the marker of choice for linkage
disequilibrium studies and then, would be useful for detection of selection signature.
On the contrary, microsatellites have a low density due to the limited number of
microsatellites in the chicken genome but they offer the advantage of a multiallelic
marker, which is highly informative.

-

To breed replicate lines so that estimation of genetic parameters would be an average
over independent data from the replicates and thus, bias in estimation of genetic
diversity would be reduced. However, this piece of advice may often not be taken due
to resources limitations (financial, material or staff means).

-

To reduce the number of generations and prefer a larger number of individuals per
generation so that results would fit better with selected populations and detection of
signature of selection could be handled even for low-effect QTL or low-heritability
trait. In that case, another type of analysis could be undertaken for the identification of
selective sweep such lnRV-test (Schlötterer, 2001) based on the ratio of observed
variances in repeat number in two populations: this multiloci test is specially adapted
to microsatellites and its power to identify a selected locus is stronger in the case of
comparison of closely related populations that have faced a recent reduction in
variability. This method was recently used about sunflower hybrid species (Edelist et
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al., 2006): variability of microsatellites linked to adaptation (natural selection) QTLs
appeared to be lower than those of neutral regions, as we have shown previously.
However, selection experiments provide the framework for the study of the
inheritance of complex traits and allow the evaluation of theoretical predictions by
comparing observations against expectations. Depending on the time scale, the
objectives of selection experiments may differ: short-term experiments can be used,
for instance, to estimate genetic variances and covariances, and estimate the
magnitude of the initial rates of response to selection. Long-term experiments are
useful in monitoring changes in the rates of response or variances caused by selection
itself. As these changes are dependent on the number, effects and frequencies of the
genes which influence the quantitative trait, long-term experiments may provide more
detailed information about its underlying inheritance. Finally, long-term selection
studies may uncover evolutionary results that are different from those seen in earlier
generations (Hill, 1980; Hill and Caballero, 1992).
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